HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
arranged and stationed at suitable places   cannon,  foot-soldiers
and horse, and marched forward  keeping in view the plans and
regulations of warfare.    The   enemy  also   arranged his  own
army and that of the wicked French and started out with the
fire of envy which was like the flame ready to quench itself for
ever.    The attempts on both the sides were exhibited to such
an   extent  that  the  visible  world presented Hie spectacle  of
the next  world,   and the living ear  heard   the   sound 'Death
awaits every one/     3.1am All Khan who was the life of the
brave men and the strength of the valiant army of BusaynDost
Khan, on that judgment day when there was no intercession,
rode   his horse,   posted  himself  before  the  elephant  of   his
master and was busily engaged in chopping down the heads of
his enemies.    However much his master called him to issue an
order, the voice was drowned in the  booming of the cannon,
and he could not hear.    Hence hakim Abcltfr-Razzaq All Khan
who, before getting this title from Hazrai-i-Ala, was known by
his original  name  of  Ghulani   All  and   was  engaged in the
service  of Husayu Dost Khan, drove forward and informed
'Alam All Khan of the call of  the master.    As soon as Slam
All Khan turned his face towards Ghulani All, the cannon ball
shot by the army  of   General Lawrence  carried off his head
from  his   body.    Thus   the horse   and   its rider fled   from
the battle-field.    The vehemence of   the  heat  of  the  sun   on
that day seemed to hold the banner of the day of resurrection.
On account of the   excessive melting none   could distinguish
wax   from   stone.    A  brief account of the heat  on that  day
from the Nawwab's own tongue,   inflamed with the blaze of
the following   speech,   enriched   the  hearing, while the wick
of imagination blazed up  the lamp of bewilderment, vi%.> on
account of the helplessness due to the tyranny of the heat, the
coat of mail hid itself in the skin of the body; the wet towel
placed on the neck and the shoulder, to  allay the heat, burnt
like a torch on account of the excessive heat of the body.    In
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